Illinois Minerals in the Bathroom

Electricity (Lighting) 
Mineral → COAL

Aspirin/Medicines 
Mineral → OIL

Vitamins 
Mineral → ZINC ORE

Antacid 
Mineral → LIMESTONE

Toothpaste 
Mineral → FLUORITE

Toothbrush 
Mineral → OIL

Soap 
Mineral → OIL

Plastic Waste Basket 
Mineral → OIL

Window Glass 
Mineral → SILICA SAND
Rock → SANDSTONE

Potting Soil 
Mineral → PEAT

Flower Pot 
Mineral → CLAY
Rock → SHALE

Caulk 
Mineral → TRIPOLI

Cleaner 
Mineral → LIMESTONE

Plastic Laundry Basket 
Nylon Gym Clothes 
Gym Shoes 
Mineral → OIL

Wall & Floor Tile 
Mineral → CLAY
Rock → SHALE

Kitty Litter 
Mineral → FULLERS EARTH